MATLAB BASICS
Objectives
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

What is MATLAB and why has it been selected to be the tool of choice for DIP?
What programming environment does MATLAB offer?
What are M-files?
What is the difference between MATLAB scripts and functions?
How can I get started with MATLAB?

INTRODUCTION
MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) is a data analysis, prototyping, and visualization
tool with built-in support for matrices and matrix operations, excellent graphics capabilities,
and a high-level programming language and development environment.
MATLAB has become very popular with engineers, scientists, and researchers in
both industry and academia, due to many factors, among them, the availability of rich sets
of specialized functions—encapsulated in toolboxes—for many important areas, from
neural networks to finances to image processing.
MATLAB has an extensive built-in documentation. It contains descriptions of
MATLAB’s main functions, sample code, relevant demos, and general help pages.
MATLAB documentation can be accessed in a number of different ways, from commandline text-only help to hyperlinked HTML pages (which have their online counterpart in
MathWorks’s web site: http://www.mathworks.com).
MATLAB’s basic data type is the matrix (or array). MATLAB does not require
dimensioning, that is, memory allocation prior to actual usage. All data are considered to be
matrices of some sort. Single values are considered by MATLAB to be 1×1 matrices.
The MATLAB algorithm development environment provides a command-line
interface, an interpreter for the MATLAB programming language, an extensive set of
numerical and string manipulation functions, 2D and 3D plotting functions, and the ability
to build graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The MATLAB programming language interprets
commands, which shortens programming time by eliminating the need for compilation.

Programming: Script and function
The MATLAB development environment interprets commands written in the
MATLAB programming language, which is extremely convenient when our major goal is
to rapidly prototype an algorithm. Once an algorithm is stable, it can be compiled with the
MATLAB compiler (available as an add-on to the main product) for faster execution,
which is particularly important for large data sets. The MATLAB compiler MATCOM
converts MATLAB native code into C++ code, compiles the C++ code, and links it with
the MATLAB libraries. Compiled code may be up to 10 times as fast as their interpreted
equivalent, but the speedup factor depends on how vectorized the original code was; highly
optimized vectorized code may not experience any speedup at all.
For faster computation, programmers may dynamically link C routines as
MATLAB functions through the MEX utility.

M‐Files
M-files in MATLAB can be scripts that simply execute a series of MATLAB
commands (or statements) or can be functions that accept arguments (parameters) and
produce one or more output values. User-created functions extend the capabilities of
MATLAB and its toolboxes to address specific needs or applications.

An M-file containing a script consists of a sequence of commands to be
interpreted and executed. In addition to calls to built-in functions, scripts may also contain
variable declarations, calls to user-created functions (which may be stored in separate files),
decision statements, and repetition loops. Scripts are usually created using a text editor
(e.g., the built-in MATLAB Editor) and stored with a meaningful name and the .m
extension. Once a script has been created and saved, it can be invoked from the command
line by simply typing its name.
An M-file containing a function has the following components:
 Function Definition Line: It has the form
function [outputs] = function_name(inputs)
The keyword function is required. The output arguments are enclosed within
square brackets, whereas the input arguments are enclosed within parentheses. If
the function does not return any value, only the word function is used and there is
no need for the brackets or the equal sign. Function names must begin with a
letter, must not contain spaces, and be limited to 63 characters in length.







H1 Line: It is a single comment line that follows the function definition line.
There can be no blank lines or leading spaces between the H1 line and the
function definition line. The H1 line is the first text that appears when the user
types
>> help function_name
in the CommandWindow. Since this line provides important summary
information about the contents and purpose of the M-file, it should be as
descriptive as possible.
Help Text: It is a block of text that follows the H1 line, without any blank
lines between the two. The help text is displayed after the H1 line when a user
types
help function_name at the prompt.
Function Body: This contains all the MATLAB code that performs
computation and assigns values to output parameters.
Comments: In MATLAB, these are preceded by the % symbol.

Here is an example of a simple function (raise_to_power) that will be used in
Tutorial 3.3:
function z = raise_to_power(val,exp)
%RAISE_TO_POWER Calculate power of a value
% z = raise_to_power(val,exp) raise val to a power with value of exp
% and store it in z.
z = val ˆ exp;

Operators




MATLAB operators can be grouped into three main categories:
Arithmetic Operators: Perform numeric computations on matrices.
Relational Operators: Compare operands.
Logical Operators: Perform standard logical functions (e.g., AND, NOT, and OR)

Since MATLAB considers a matrix and its standard built-in data type, the number of
array and matrix operators available in MATLAB far exceeds the traditional operators
found in a conventional programming language. Table 2 contains a summary of them. All
operands can be real or complex.
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Beccome familiarr with the worrking environm
ment in MATL
LAB.
Leaarn how to usee the workingg directory andd set paths.
Beccome familiarr with the MA
ATLAB help syystem.
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plore functionns that reveal system
s
inform
mation and oth
her useful buillt-in
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Procedu
ure
Thee environmennt in MATLAB
B has a simplee layout, conssisting of seveeral key areas
(Figure 1). A description of each is giv
ven here:
 A: This pane coonsists of tw
wo tabbed areas: one that displays all files
f
in your
currrent workingg directory, and another that displayys your workkspace. The
wo
orkspace lists aall the variables you are currrently using.
 B: This pane shoows your histoory of commannds.
 C: This is wheree you can moodify your currrent working
g directory. Too change the
currrent directoryy, you can eitther type it ddirectly in thee text box or click on the
buttton to select the
t directory. You can also change the working
w
directoory using the
patth command. See help docuuments for moore informatioon.
 D: This is the command window. Here you control MATLAB by
b typing in
com
mmands.

FIG
GURE 1 MATL
LAB environmeent.

In order for you to use files such as M-files and images, MATLAB must know
where these files are located. There are two ways this can be done: by setting the current
directory to a specific location, or by adding the location to a list of set paths known to
MATLAB. The current directory should be used for temporary locations or when you need
to access a directory only once. This directory is reset every time MATLAB is restarted. To
change the current directory, see description C above. Setting a path is a permanent way of
telling MATLAB where files are located—the location will remain in the settings when
MATLAB is closed. The following steps will illustrate how to set a path in MATLAB:
1. From the File menu, select Set Path...
The paths are presented in the list box in decreasing precedence order.
2. If the directory you wish to add has subfolders within it, then use the Add with
Subfolders... button. If your directory only contains files, you can use the Add
Folder... button. To change the precedence of your directory, use the Move
buttons.
3. Save your changes and close the Set Path window.
The help system in MATLAB is very useful. It provides information about functions,
such as syntax, descriptions, required and optional input parameters, and output parameters.
It also includes a number of demos. The following steps will show you how to access help
documents and navigate the help window.
4.

To access the help system, type doc in the command window. Open the help system now.

The left pane of the help window displays a tree of help information. The right pane
will show the help document that you choose. If you know exactly what function you need
help for, you can use the doc, helpwin, or help commands to directly access the help
information.
5.

In the command window in MATLAB, execute the following commands to view the help
document for the function computer.

 help computer
 helpwin computer
 doc computer
Question 1 What is the difference between the commands help, helpwin, and doc?
There are several commands that can be used to gain information about the
system. Explore them in this step.
6. Execute the following commands, one at a time, to see their function.
realmin
realmax
bitmax
computer
ver
version
hostid
license
Question 2 What is the difference between ver and version?
7. For some MATLAB humor, repeatedly type the command why.

LAB2: MATLAB DATA STRUCTURES

Goal
The goal of LAB2 is to learn how to create, initialize, and access some of the most
useful data structures available in MATLAB.

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Learn how to use MATLAB for basic calculations involving variables, arrays,
matrices, and vectors.
Explore multidimensional and cell arrays.
Review matrix operations.
Learn how to use MATLAB structures.
Explore useful functions that can be used with MATLAB data structures.

Procedure
1.

Execute the following lines of code one at a time in the Command Window to see
how MATLAB can be used as a calculator.
2+3
2*3 + 4*5 + 6*7;

Question 1 What is the variable ans used for?
Question 2 What is the purpose of using a semicolon (;) at the end of a statement?
2.

Perform calculations using variables.
fruit_per_box = 20; num_of_boxes = 5;
total_num_of_fruit = fruit_per_box * num_of_boxes

Question 3 Experiment with creating your own variables. Are variables case sensitive?
Question 4 What is the value/purpose of these variables: pi, eps, inf, i? Is it possible to
overwrite any of these variables? If so, how can it be undone?
3.

4.

5.

6.

Execute the commands who and whos, one at a time, to see their function and the
difference between them.
There are several commands that will keep the MATLAB environment clean. Use
them whenever you feel your command window or workspace is cluttered with
statements and variables.
Clear a variable in the workspace. After execution, note how the variable
disappears from the workspace.
clear fruit_per_box
Clear the command window and all variables with the following lines of code (one
at a time to see their effects individually).
clc
clear all
Create a 3 × 3 matrix by executing the following line of code.
A = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]

Question 5 What is the use of the semicolon in this statement?

The Colon Operator
7.

8.

A very useful operator in MATLAB is the colon (:). It can be used to create a
vector of numbers.
1:5
A third parameter determines how to count between the starting and ending
numbers. It is specified between the start and end values.
1:1:5
5:-1:1
1:2:9
9:-2:1

Question 6 Write a statement that will generate a vector of values ranging from 0 to π in
increments of π/4.
9. The colon operator can also be used to return an entire row or column of a matrix.
A = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]
A(:,1)
A(1,:)
Question 7 Write a line of code that would generate the same 3×3 matrix as in the
variable A above, but using the colon operator to generate the sequence of numbers in each
row instead of explicitly writing them.
10. The colon operator can be replaced with the function colon, which performs the
same operation.
colon(1,5)
As seen in the steps above, creating a vector of evenly spaced numbers is easily
done with the colon (:) operator when we know where the vector starts, ends, and how large
the space in between each value is. In certain cases, we may wish to create a vector of
numbers that range between two numbers, but we only know the quantity of values needed
(for example, create a vector that consists of 4 values between π/4 and π) . To do this, we
use the linspace function.
11. Execute this command to see how the function linspace operates.
linspace(pi/4,pi,4)
12. Compare the result from the previous step with these values.
pi/4
pi/2
3*pi/4
pi
Special Built-In Matrices
MATLAB has several built-in functions that will generate frequently used
matrices automatically.
13. Execute the following lines of code one at a time.
zeros(3,4)
ones(3,4)
ones(3,4) * 10
rand(3,4)
randn(3,4)

Question 8 What is the difference between the functions rand(M,N) and randn(M,N)?
Matrix Concatenation
Concatenation of matrices is done with brackets ([]) or using the cat function.
Take, for example, the statement
A = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]
The brackets are combining three rows. Instead of explicitly defining each row all at once,
they can be defined individually as vectors and then combined into a matrix using brackets.
14. Combine the three individual vectors into a 3 × 3 matrix.
X = [1 2 3]; Y = [4 5 6]; Z = [7 8 9];
A = [X;Y;Z]
B = cat(1,X,Y,Z)
Similarly, the brackets can be used to delete a row of a matrix.
15. Delete the last row (row 3) of the matrix A. Note how the colon operator is used to
specify the entire row.
A(3,:) = []
A vector with N elements is an array with one row and N columns. An element of
a vector can be accessed easily by addressing the number of the element, as in X(5), which
would access the fifth element of vector X. An element of a two-dimensional matrix is
accessed by first specifying the row, then the column, as in X(2,5), which would return the
element at row 2, column 5. Matrices of dimensions higher than 2 can be accessed in a
similar fashion. It is relevant to note that arrays in MATLAB are 1-based—the first element
of an array is assigned or accessed using 1, as opposed to 0, which is the standard in many
programming languages.
16. Use the ones and rand functions to create multidimensional arrays.
A = ones(4,3,2);
B = rand(5,2,3);
size(A)
size(B)
disp(A)
disp(B)
Question 9 What does the size function do?
Question 10 What does the disp function do?
Operations Involving Matrices
Performing arithmetic operations on matrices can be achieved with the operators +
- * /. The default for the multiply (*) and divide (/) operators is matrix multiplication and
matrix division. To perform arithmetic operations on individual elements of a matrix,
precede the operator with a dot (.).
17. Perform matrix multiplication on two matrices.
X = [1 2 -2; 0 -3 4; 7 3 0]
Y = [1 0 -1; 2 3 -5; 1 3 5]
X*Y
18. Perform element-by-element multiplication.
X .* Y
19. Perform another matrix multiplication on two matrices.
X = eye(3,4)
Y = rand(4,2)
X*Y
Y*X
Question 11 Why did the last operation fail?

20. Use the diag and trace functions to perform operations on the diagonal of a
matrix.
Y = rand(3,3)*4
Y_diag = diag(Y)
Y_trace = trace(Y)
Question 12 What does the diag function do?
Question 13 What does the trace function do?
Question 14 Write an alternative statement that would produce the same results as the
trace function.
21. Calculate the transpose of a matrix.
Y
Y_t = Y’
22. Calculate the inverse of a matrix and show that YY−1 = Y−1Y = I, where I is the
identity matrix.
Y_inv = inv(Y)
Y * Y_inv
Y_inv * Y
23. Calculate the determinant of a matrix.
Y_det = det(Y)
Cell Array
As demonstrated earlier, a matrix is the fundamental data type in MATLAB. It
resembles the classical definition of an array as a homogeneous data structure, that is, one
in which all its components are of the same type. Cell arrays, on the other hand, are another
type of array where each cell can be any data type allowed by MATLAB. Each cell is
independent of another and, therefore, can contain any data type that MATLAB supports.
When using cell arrays, one must be careful when accessing or assigning a value to a cell;
instead of parentheses, curly braces ({}) must be used.
24. Execute the following lines of code one at a time to see how cell arrays are
handled in MATLAB.
X{1} = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]; %Cell 1 is a matrix
X{2} = 2+3i; %Cell 2 is complex
X{3} = ’String’; %Cell 3 is a string
X{4} = 1:2:9; %Cell 4 is a vector
X
celldisp(X)
X(1)
X{1}
Question 15 What does the celldisp function do?
Question 16 What does the percent (%) character do?
Question 17 What is the difference between the last two lines in the code above
(X(1) as opposed to X{1})?
There is another way to assign values to a cell array that is syntactically different,
but yields the same results. Note in the next step how the cell index is enclosed within
normal parentheses (()), but the data that will be saved to the cell is encapsulated by curly
braces ({}).
25. Execute this line to see another way of assigning cell array values.
X(1) = {[1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]};

26. The next few lines of code will demonstrate proper and improper ways of cell
array assignment when dealing with strings.
X(3) = ’This produces an error’
X(3) = {’This is okay’}
X{3} = ’This is okay too’
Structures
Structures are yet another way of storing data in MATLAB. The syntax for
structures is similar to that of other programming languages. We use the dot (.) operator to
refer to different fields in a structure. Structures with identical layout (number of fields,
their names, size, and meaning) can be combined in an array (of structures).
27. Create an array of two structures that represents two images and their sizes.
my_images(1).imagename = ’Image 1’;
my_images(1).width = 256;
my_images(1).height = 256;
my_images(2).imagename = ’Image 2’;
my_images(2).width = 128;
my_images(2).height = 128;
28. View details about the structure and display the contents of a field.
my_images(1)
my_images(2).imagename
29. Display information about the structure.
num_of_images = prod(size(my_images))
fieldnames(my_images)
class(my_images)
isstruct(my_images)
isstruct(num_of_images)
Question 18 What does the fieldnames function do?
Question 19 What does it mean when the result from the function isstruct is 1? What
does it mean when it is 0?
Question 20 Use the help system to determine what function can be used to delete a field
from a structure.

